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NO MORE WINTER SLIPPERY SITUATIONS WITH ENVIRONMENTAL AND PET-FRIENDLY ICE 
MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS MADE IN THE USA AND ASSEMBLED BY THE HANDICAPPED 

 
HUNTINGTON VALLEY, PA— 

When winter hits hard with snow, sleet and freezing rain, making for slippery surfaces and icy conditions, 
there’s one company that has developed the products to help fight back and ease the winter blues. Gaia 

Enterprises Inc., the maker of the original and  best selling pet-safe ice melter, Safe Paw
®

 Ice Melter and 

the newly released Traction Magic
®

.  With manufacturing facilities in York, Pennsylvania and Baltimore, 

Maryland, Gaia distributes products throughout the U.S. and Canada 

With the over 20 years of success with Safe Paw under its belt, Gaia began working on Traction Magic to 
solving the problem of getting stuck and crossing icy surfaces. In 2012, Gaia tackled this task by 
developing Traction Magic,  a product that could be safely spread on any surface — from slick driveways, 
walkways to icy steps—providing instant traction while not being harmful to anything including pets. 

“After experimenting with thousands of ingredients, we developed Traction Magic; the only pet-safe  
traction agent that works instantly on icy surfaces,” says Gaia’s President, Steven Greenwald.  

Traction Magic’s instant “sand-paper” effect provides both tire-and-foot traction on ice. It's made with 100 
percent natural earth crystals and contains no salts, chemicals or dyes.  After a storm, Traction Magic 
because of its micronutrients is recommended for spreading on the lawn or just put in trash. In addition 

since Traction Magic is not an ice-melter and therefore does not effect the freeze-thaw cycle, Traction 

Magic is 100% safe to use on all new concrete surfaces. 
 
With Safe Paw and Traction Magic, Gaia Enterprises Inc. is making winter woes a little less painful and a 
whole lot safer by protecting families, pets, properties and the planet one product at a time.  

For more information about Traction Magic: www.tractionmagic.com/pets 

About Gaia Enterprises, Inc 

Gaia Enterprises Inc., the maker of the original and  best selling pet-safe ice melter, Safe Paw
®

 Ice 

Melter and the newly released Traction Magic
®

.  For over 25 years, Gaia has contracted mentally-

disabled men and woman to assist in the manufacturing its products and passes the savings to its 
customers. Both Safe Paw and Traction Magic are available at retailers throughout the US and Canada. 

For more information: www.gaiausa.com 
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SUPERZOO SPECIAL!!! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5% DISCOUNT 
Traction Magic

®
 35 lb Bucket 
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